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Concert facilities needed for Cal Poly
by Nancy Lm t Is
SfMcUH to thf Oflf
The ASI Concert Committee is still without a facili­
ty in which to hold concerts, and the chance to sign 
performers to a concert a t Cal Poly before June is slip­
ping away.
The Concert Committee, a part of the ASI Program 
Board, has been without a facility to hold concerts 
since October when Jim Hailey, Physical Education 
department head, refused to allow any more concerts 
in the gymnasium until further guidelines of gym­
nasium procedures could be drawn up.
The Concert Committee chaired by Jerry Morales 
and Bailey along with Harry Busselen. the dean of the 
School of Human Development and Education, have 
up with guidelines acceptable to the thfoe of
them, but are waiting for approval from the univer­
sity’s Facility Use Committee.
The Facility Uae Committee la a standing committee 
chaired by Provost Tomlinson Fort, Jr. Its function is 
to interpret regulations concerning the use of campus 
facilities. The group only meets on call as issues arise, 
according to Morales.
Morales said he and the rest of the Concert Commit­
tee members have been waiting two weeks for the 
Facility Use Committee to make a general en­
dorsement of the- new guidelines for concert pro­
cedures, and will probably wait another week while the 
members of the Facility Use Committee respond to a 
proposal Fort sent to each of the members.
If the committee members generally agree to the 
new guidelines, the Concert Committee can bid on per­
formers for possible concerts on campus spring
quarter, according to Morales. ,
The situation is frustrating for the 106-member Con­
cert Committee because until the committee has a 
guaranteed facility to use, it cannot enter any con­
tracts with a performing group, Morales said.
“We won’t even consider bidding, which means Con­
certs is a t a standstill,’’ remarked Morales. " It's  very 
frustrating for the committee because we haven’t been 
able to do anything about concerts. As a result we’re 
going to lose out on a lot of acts.’’
Morales said the performers that are available 
before June have been finalizing their tour dates over 
the past two weeks. As a consequence. Cal Poly’s, 
chance of contracting one of these acts is getting slim­
mer as they wait for the Facility Uae Committee to 
makes decision.
Please see page 5
A broken down press in 
University Graphics Systems 
prevented Tuesday’s Mustang 
Daily from being printed. For 
that reason, the Valentine's Day 
classified advertisements are be­
ing run today. Please see page 6 
for a belated valentine greeting.
Six more instructors arrested 
in latest of Diabto protests
by Jaaaa Chavarria
Staff Witter
Eleven members df Concerned Cal Po­
ly Faculty, Staff and Friends were ar­
rested Saturday as approximately 1-.000 
dem onstrators protested against the 
Diablo Crayon Nuclear Power Plant.
Mote than 60 arrests were made over 
the weekend in the largest rally a t Avila 
Beach since Jan, l lo f  this year,
» w  fh e rfu U H  fa r tn d e y
a t a p jn . a t the Veteran’s Memorial 
H alt The eleven members a n  charged 
with tnepasaing and refusal to disperse.
Paul Wolff, acting as a spokesman for 
the group, explained that those arrested 
would likely be given the choice of pay­
ing a fine of 6185 or spending four days 
in jail. They are currently being held in 
the Sen Luis Obispo County Jail.
“None of the people in the group will 
pay the fine,” said Wolff. “Most of the 
group will plead not guilty and try and 
use the defense of necessity.’'
Defense of necessity is where a person 
commits a crime in order to prevent a 
greater crime, said Wolff. He explained 
tha t this defense has never been allowed 
in a civil disobedience cam but would set 
an important precedent if it were allow- 
<*•
Each person is allowed to make a 
statement to the court during the ar­
raignments. said Wolff.
“They should ha interesting especially 
to students,” ha added.
Thom faculty members arrested are: 
William d a rk , mechanical engineering; 
David Enghind, child development; Jim 
Hauser, physics; Richard Kranzdorf, 
political science; Bette Tryon, child 
development; end Walter Tryon, land­
scape architecture.
The people in the group that represent 
staff and friends are: Rich Hubbard, 
Randy Hutton, Joanna Verhaard, and 
Gloria Zimmerman. Two Cal Poly 
students also arrested are Lola Arnold, 
child development major, and a student 
that refused to give his name, but was 
not associated with the group.
Jim Hauser is the only faculty 
member that was arrested a t both the 
Jan. 13 protest and last weekend accor­
ding to  Wolff.
This most recent protest wee spurred 
by the fact that the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission is holding hearings on 
whether or not to grant Diablo Canyon 
a low-level testing license.
Student senators to decide 
*™ight on peace resolution
Sarah Longatraet, age 6, looks more serious than moat Poly students as aha 
stands on Poly View Drive.
* ' 1 .. ...........
by John Bachman 
• tin  w fN ii
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The Student Senate tonight is voting 
on a  Pasco Package which would send a 
message to the California Legislature 
tha t Cal Poly students support the 
Legislature’s peace resolution.
If the Student Senate passes the 
Peace Package said Julie Clayton, 
author of the resolution and senator 
from Human Development and Educa­
tion, it would send e letter to Sen Lula 
Obispo’s representatives that 16,000 
students support the Legislature’s 
resolution.
The Legislature’s resolution, if pass­
ed, would tend s message to the United 
States Senate urging them to call for 
the immediate halt to the deployment of 
nuclear weapons.
The resolution also calls for a letter to 
be sent to Congress and the President of 
the United States urging them to in­
crease peace making efforts and 
dialogue in order to decrease United 
States/Soviet Union tension.
( One reason for her resolution was to 
increase the knowledge of Student 
Senators, she said. “My underlying pur­
pose is to  increase the awareness of the 
Student Senate, councils and dubs.’’
When a resolution or bill is introduced 
she said, the senate, the student coun­
cils and dubs must study the proposal 
and this increases their awareness of the 
social issues.
Many senators have been critical of 
resolutions which do not directly relate 
to  education, calling for the senate to 
address issues which only affect 
students’ education.
“I don’t  think my resolution will 
pass,” said Clayton. “Because there is a 
lot of confusion among Student 
Senators as to their roles as senators 
and citizens of the United States.’’
Clayton said that she will continue to 
introduce tjills and resolutions which are 
of great importance to Cel Poly 
students as citizens of the United 
States.
“I ’m not pushing my political view­
points on anyone,’’ Please e ra  page 9
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Actioiis say more than words
Itojjfeltad Stated and tha Soviet Union ate two bahamoths 
in a faceoff.
We ate like two old stags. Neither of ue wants to fight but 
neither wanta to back down either. We are at an iw y —  
that haa lasted for decades and the tenaion is not abating-/
Efforts have been .made in the past to try to relieve some of 
that tension. Opportunities have occasionally arisen in which 
we had a chance to better relations with each other. We took 
advantage of some. On other occasions we blew it.
We have another of those opportunities now. The death of 
the president of the Soviet Union resulted in the appointment 
of a new Soviet leader, Konstantin U. Chernenko.
The late Yuri V. Andropov, for whatever reasons, was 
either unable or unwilling to negotiate much with the United 
States. The new leader comes from a different element of the 
Soviet top eschelon and it is hoped by Washington that he 
will be more willing to cooperate in achieving some progress 
toward peace.
Washington can talk all it wants, but it is actions that 
count. The Soviets will be watching us more narrowly than 
ever during this time of transition. How interested they are 
in talking with the United States will hinge on what th ey  see 
us saying and doing in the international theater.
It is up to us to keep our noses clean. President Reagan has 
indicated a desire to improve ties between our nation and the 
USSR. But words don't carry much weight in the Soviet 
Union. They don’t trust us any more than we trust them. It 
is what we do that counts.
Our government in Washington needs to decide whether it 
is more important to scurry around the world interfering in 
this revolution or that civil war, ship arms to Western 
Europe, or to back off and demonstrate our seriousness in 
wanting to discuss peace.
We do not need to hamstring our defenses to show the Rus­
sians we mean business. But they will take us much more 
seriously if President Reagan shows them, not just tells 
them, that America wants to achieve a mutually acceptable 
peaceful relationship with the Soviet Union.
It’s a SLO world by John Kohlsaat
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DAILY PO U CY _____
The M ubM f Daily encourages le a d in ’ opWane, 
critlrfeaii and comments on news atoriaa. letters and 
editorials. Lattara and praaa raiaaaaa should ba submit­
ted a t the Daily effiea hi l a .  296 of the Graphic 
B u ild in g, or Sant to: Editor, Mustang Daily. GrC 226, 
Cal Poly. San Luis Obispo, CA 93407. L atten  should be 
kept as short as poaaMa, anal he dseU aepaea typed 
and must include the w riters' rigeeturoe and phone
numbers. To ensure that they be cenaidcfed for the next
edition, letters should bo subm itted to  the  Daily effiee 
by 10 a jn . Editors reserve the right to  edit tatters far 
tangth and style and omit libelous statements . Frees 
release should be submitted to  the Gaily office a t 
week before they should be run. All releasee 
elude- phone aeaabeaa 
organisation
Ignorant pen calls Student Senate ASInine
As Student Senators from the School of Human 
Development and Education we w is h  to address your 
Feb. 6,1964 Opinion page calling us ASInine. To begin 
with, let us set the record straight. The Editorial 
Board stated tha t “...only one fourth of the 24 
senators have even introduced bills. The remaining 
bills ware authored by ASI officers, who cannot even 
vote on them “ You are correct in stating that a small 
percentage of senators have introduced bills. The ma­
jority of business that is conducted a t the senate 
meetings is in the form of rssolutitms and not bills. We 
might aim ast tha t you know the difference between 
thetw obeforeyougo writing with an “ignorant’’pan.
As far as the senate evaluation form is concerned, we 
agree with the Editorial Board. I t was ASInine. I, 
Julie Clayton, along with half the other aehators felt 
that filling out the evaluation form Would not be a 
“worthwhile invsetment of our time.’’
The Daily abo suggesta that “perhapa student 
senators need to  have their qualifications checked 
before they are oven allowed to  run for office.” The 
point is writ taken but what type of qualifications are
t^ n iM id ^ ic h o o b .
As far as genie being set; we can only speak for 
ourselves. I feel th a t I have obtained essay of my goele 
as an ASI Student Senator. My foremost goal waa to
critically analyse the ASI Finance Committee's fun­
ding of events a t Cal Poly. I have spoken out on ASI 
funds being allocated to  put on a “tailgate” party and 
also ASI funds spent to fly not one but two ASI of­
ficers to the E ast Coast for lobbying purposes. • }
My fellow student senator, Donna TsnigucbL feels 
that the objective that she has wanted to address was 
that of increasing tha awareness of our student body 
on the current issues being dealt with. One important 
approach is communicating this to students through 
the student councils.
We have also set up a "inset your ASI Senator’’ 
Day. During this day, we met with our constituents 
end passed out information on such things as the new 
add/drop policy and voter registration.
I have, along with the help of the Student Senate, 
surveyed 600 Cal Poly students in order to find out 
how they would like to eee their commencement 
ceremony run. From the results of the survey. I in­
troduced and had passed a resolution reflecting the 
m ajority's opinion.
Finally. I have spent a day a t our State Capitol lob­
bying for an increase in funding for the California 
State University System’s budget. Hie list goes on 
and on but perhaps we would not need to waste the ink 
on this page ifthe Editorial Board had cared enough to 
sit in on one of our many senate meetings in order to 
find out what we were up to.
The Student Senate meets for a  formal masting 
every Wednesday night form 7 p jn .en .1  can roeatiene
meeting in which the Student Senate eat from 7 p.m. 
til midnight discussing pertinent, issues that would af­
fect the Cel Poly student body. We meet ( i n f o r m a l ly )  
every Monday night to debate raoohitions and bills 
before they are brought to  the Wednesday night- 
meeting. We aleo attend our school council meetings 
and ait on various risnriiag committees such as: In- 
structkmally Related Activities Board (which extends 
fund to the M ustang DetfyA Codes and Bylaws and the 
Academic Committee.
What does this all add up to? Roughly. 10 to 20 
hours of voluntary service to  the ASI. What do we 
receive in return? A slap in the face from the Editorial 
Board of tha Mustang Daily!
Julie Clayton 
Dsana Tanlgndri
Editors note:
The Mustang Daily is completely self-sufficient and 
is supported only by those revenues it generates in 
advertising. None o f its funding comes from IRA, as 
erroneously stated in the above letter. L ;
And once again you have missed the point o f the 
editorial Speahing out against an action is fine and 
dandy, but what specific actions (resolutions do not 
count — they're merely recommendations) hew the Stu­
dent Senate accomplished which hew directly affected 
the student body o f Cal Pofyl
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EJ Corral Bookstore
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
FEB. 1-29
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic, Inc. is sponsoring o spinal check­
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This 
service will include consultation, physical examination, and a 
report of findings.
WANING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
• Leo lad I Lag Nki
Difficult BreetMaf
ib Legs 1 Feet
If you suffer from any of these warning signs call immediately to 
prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public 
service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please.
Pleatt mention od at time of visit.
For An Appointment Call 541-2727
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate 
11150 Grove Street 
San Luis Obispo
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by Steve Cowden
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Some models slightly blemished
we have combined our leftover odds & ends athletic shoes from  our.................—
January sales from  the following Copeland s stores & have brought
them  to  Copeland s Fine Shoes in san Luis Obispo: -----------------------
)  ALTO KIDS SPORTS, FRESNO
« L E Y  COPELAND'S SPORTS, SANTA BARBARA
KAM EL THE SPORT SHOE, SANTA BARBARA
SPORTS, BAKERSFIELD COPELAND'S SPORTS, SAN LUIS OBISPO 
A , BAKERSFIELD v  THE SPORT SHOE, SAN LUIS OBISPO 
SPORTS, FRESNO COPELAND'S SPORTS, VISALIA
REHOUSE, FRESNO COPELAND'S FINE SHOES, SAN LUIS OBISPO
894 HIGUERA 
DOWNTOWN S.L .O
— FE A TU R IN G  SUCH B R A N D S  AS
a d i d a s  uikf
>-~3BHU0KS ~new balance O  1
HOURS:
Mon Sat. 9:30 5:30 
Thors nite 'till 9:00
. • n. .
Mustang Dafty Wednesday, Fstmisry 15,1M4Cam pus^
Past concert problems cause request Tor change
at . 
£
The group X was one of few this year able to perform in the Cal Poly main gym. U __ n _____________r ~  "■ny vess
"V** .vi
From page 1
The bands that are still available for possible con­
certs before June include John Cougar, Elvis Costello, 
Roy Orbison, .38 Special and U2, said Morales.
No more concerts have been held in the gym since 
October when Railey put a halt to them. Railey’s con­
cern came after the Motels and X concerts.
These concerts didn’t cause specific problems, but 
according to Morales, it was the last straw for Railey 
in dealing with concerts over the years. “He got to a 
point where be had to stop and evaluate the situation," 
said Morales.
“There were some concerns he had that we didn't 
know were causing problems," said Morales. The big­
gest issue was the use of the gym floor.
In the past, the Concert Committee has tried to con­
trol the entry of people wearing hard-soled shoes on 
the floor, the amount of smoking and the abuse of the 
gym floor. “However with 3,000 people in there with a 
sold-out concert, it’s almost inevitable someone will 
light up a cigarette.” said Morales.
Railey feels the facility was built as a physical educa­
tion area and the use of the facility should be for those 
purposes. "The gym was not built for concerts, it was 
built for participatory activities," he said.
But the Concert Committee still needs a facility, said 
Morales. “We understand it is a f  11 pings to  be able to 
use it, and we feel we can work together since we don’t 
have one to use," he said.
One of Railey’s biggest complaints was a gouge in 
the wooden floor that was taken out when the stage 
platform was moved in for the Motels concert.
“The gouge is thare forever, because wa can’t  sand it 
out," said Rjuley.
To protect the floor in the future, guidelines state a 
plastic floor covering will be laid across the floor from 
bleacher to bleacher for all sit down concerts.
Shoe checks will also be more strictly enforced to 
prevent hard-soled shoos, and smoking, food and drink 
will be forbidden in the gym.
Another problem is caused by the lobby doors being 
blocked during concerts, said Railey. Previously, the
1
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B.B.Q. CHICKEN 
DINNER
■ , t
11 /2  lb. B.B.Q. CHICKEN 
slow ly cooked for 5 hours
COLESLAW
r u .__ , POTATO SALAD or
Choice of BAKED BEANS
GARLIC BREAD
FREE DELIVERY to your door
all for only 4  25
t
“We love our chicks. You will tool
[M b D
m  Foothiii
^Stw ssa Mike's Copy Roo m  end Lucky'*'
544-3400
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TO  MY M G  M O  KARY,
MY BIG818 JEAN, 4 MY
UJTLE 818 STEPM
HAT^V VALENTIN E’8 DAY) I
I LOVE YOU ALL
LOVE. IN A EP 1JO O LS  m
ANDY
Wo low  you Iota, ^
PRINCESS,
A  YANK. A SMILE. LAUGHTER. 
A GAME A PARK. A REACH. A 
WALK. A BREEZE. BELIEF. 
TRUST. THE STARS. DREAMS. 
TIME. A NEED. A TOUCH. A 
FRIEND. A CABIN. A  LOT OF 
LOVE. TREBOR.
Hay Little Bikini qM  I will glw  
you • vatantlnw Mm  that 
makM your hips twirl Dr. Valen- 
ttnaa Bandit
TO  ALL POLY WRESTLERS I 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI 
LOVE, T. MoGERK
CARL HARKINS 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
LOVE ALWAYS, MISS G
28888-
13 3 8 8 .1  13,711 I t  I t 8 22 19 
18
S S .18 218 A H  23 *  26^215 
10
10.1388.238,118.128218,
IS 2828,8 2 ! I t  ,8 23 l i t .  23, 
382811,1338,11232826,183. 
S22 I t  71811 t  2328 28 25 it, 
13388,78182819,1618161t.
, SUSAN P.
YOU'RE MY ONE AND ONLY! 
ril bo your vaiandne M you'll bo
H o w  You,
The Little Cayuclan
Here's to the way wo wolo and
to TheF.o.o.cl 
Happy VetontinwDeyl 
STELLA
*1 LOVE YOU ANO 
ALWAYS W U .  
LOVE H.G X  ARENA
ILOVEYOU ALLt
IRENE (MOM) HAPPY 
VALENTINES DAY 
ILOVEYOU 
XOXODAD
PS HAPPY BIRTHOAY777? 
"MELVIN"
rosemary e., karoo k„ ahari o., 
|lll p., krtoton a., ewTyn t ,  lora 
b.. Mm  m„ Kathy m., Undo r., 6 
any ora Mm  I forgot happy V. 
Day from mo.
«------- yI^ RIV VNg i
GOOD LOVE TO  YOU 
THIS DAY A WISH 
I HOPE YOU'RE HAPPY 
IF NOT, I’M PISHED 
LOVE, 777
about your oooklng and othor 
Lowlyour Uttlo Fanbolt TONY THE TIGER 
Happy VatonSnM OoyAnthony 
WoLowYouM
1 InAapu y ^ liy  C jyM tSUfRIwGyi nEPUy m iRiW/ CIAISSw
w.f. <
THANK YOU POR JUST 
•UNO YOU!
LOVEYA.
•Y VALENTINES DAY TO 
Spaa frlondo; Carrie, 
M tO o io i. Monoda, Ellaan 
and Bocky. Low  Gar.
. CAROL J: FROM ANDY B 
MY LOVE IS YOURS, 
NOW AND ALWAYS -  HAP
TO  MY SAY,
thou midnight 
park. Lot's go 
soonl Luv, Cheyenne
RICH: Happy ValanllnM Day my 
swootl You'to a fantastic hus­
band - and a groat lovor BH
MARGIE: To my favorite room- 
matal Haw a aupor Vatantlnw 
Doyl Thanks for being such a 
great mom! Luv ya Kara In I Lin-
MEAN MIKE LOVES 
ALL CAL POLY WOMEN
TOMORROW NfTE AT DARK Ro o m  am Rod, VIoMs am Blue, 
RM. I onloyod tho Audio Visual
OIIINPlB I LOVE YOU ,teom *00' °  .J° W*F 'L tKln
WNJN.V1 HAPPY 1st WILL U W P M
BE MBtCT LOVE YOU FLAPPER
DEAR BABE, Drnpon Maalar- Today and
HAfthf VALENTINE'S DAY Ewry Doy, Youro Ihs only M
888 DAYS TODAY mat can lama M o  boaoL IH
LOVE, HUGS, 6 SMOOCHES low  you Always. PeR
TO  MY PAL CAL 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY. 
YOURE MV TEDOY BEAR 
LOVE YA. YOUR DOLLY HOL­
LY. WHAT’S SHAKING BIG 
GUY.
OAVE
THANKS POR 'B E A R IN G ” 
WITH MB... YOUR THE BEST! 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI 
LOVE Y A 
THE "MACHINE"
DEARPOOPSKUMS.
WOROSCAN’T  DESCRIBE THE 
LOVK.PROM YOUR LIFER.
MIKEY BABY,
YOUR A PRETTY KILLER DUDE 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI 
LOVEYA 
EVIL WOMAN
‘ WENDY YOU AREMY DARLA* 
MY LOVE FOREVER! II 
* YOU PA8SIONATE SPANKY*
Happy Vatantlnw Day 
SPANKY
Low  Always, Your LHtla DARLA
WONDERFULLY WIERO WAT­
SON:
I uaad to think our low  w m  Ilka 
a roUorcoaalar rid a- SPON­
TANEOUS, EXCITING WILD- 
WON, now I foal Ilka wa'ia on a
DESIREE LEE MARY WESLYN 
YOUR BEHAVIOR 8ATRUDAY 
NIGHT TOOK US BY 
SURPRISE.
L E TS  BE CAREFUL OUT 
THERE
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
THENERDS
H.N.
YOU'RE MY LITTLE PIECE OF 
HEAVEN. CAN I KEEP YOU7 
LOTS OP LOVE, YOUR BEST TIGER, YOU WILL ALWAYS BE 
FRIEND M  MY HEART MINNIE
Sharrla "Toddy Boar" Murray 
I want to skrayou BIG kwln’a 
for Volant! rtw Day! youro -R.
ZEEBOP,
Happy Vatantlnw Day 
ILOVEYOU! ZEEB
Hops your doctor ghrw you a 
Me wlentlna’s Mm . Just Ilka 
yourdiaam. Low Lo
TD  RIIRRFRS
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
I LOVE YOU, PUP
Two yaaro, yat H aaama Ilka only 
yesterday.
Happy Annlwroary Swaathaan 
,  Your Tw o Lady
‘ OMEGA WOW*
Too bad you nowr sold ma 
bacauM now you'ra stuck w/ 
mat Low  Yal Happy V-Dayl 
(Sm  Mars you DO haw a valan- 
tlnal) *KC*
Barbs; Thla year I ramombarad
Mlchaol- Wa'va shared smHM 
and tsars, triumphs and falls. 
Wo'rs bast friends. I low  you I
8CHNNOGIES,
1 om m  etod that you art 
Hying here nowl Hope you haw 
a HAPPY VLAENTINE8 DAYIII 
ILOVEYOU
Lo w  AJwaya T  Jeer 6 Taddsts
LASH LESS. KELLY, JACKIE, 
GEORGE, QIO. STEVE, MATT, 
CUBEN, JEFF, NANCY, MAR­
JORIE. AND PAT HAPPY V- 
DAY.
HERES TO  T H »  WEEKENOI 
LOVEYA ALL DAWN _
LOLA,
You can ba my Valentines if you 
want to — ILOVEYOU. 
YOUR WOW COUNSELOR
TO  POOKJE BEAR: 
YOU’RE THE CAT8 MEOW! 
XOXOX
YOUR RED-SU8PENDERED 
GAL
HEY BUNS—  
CAN I TIE YOU UP? 
-S K iD D ER
MARI BETH
ILOVEYOU)
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
DOTTIE
FIX THE DITTO, TYPE THE
SHELLEY, I'll low  you always 6 
rl PS Don’t for 
4th. Low  yal I
forew got August 
r lRIch
and my low  for you will nawr MAILING LIST, XEROX THE 
ba surrendered —  Luvbudz SCHEDULE, AND I NEED IT ALL
LAST WEEK! 11 THANKS FOR 
EVERYTHING,
XOXO COACH H
I To my GLINKY, Biking, Night 
Photographs, Badger SM Trips
8 All Your Laughs. Will you BE 
. . . . . ---------- ^  ,G O F B » ,MINE? LOVE YA,<
HEY TWITCHER: YOU STILL 
HAVE TH E  C.P. IN TOWN. HAP 
PY V.O. I LOVE YOU. SMUT 
MOUTH
MARK
I LOVE YOU 
FOREVER
ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT 
ROB
DEAR LINDA, REGINA, JEAN, 
STEPH AND S U Z I-T H E  SG'S!
HAVEATERRIFICLY FUN 
VALENTINES DAY I YOU’RE
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY, 
CURLY. LOVE YOU LOT8, 
STRINGY
HEY MADONNA MULTITUDE, 
THIS ONES FOR YOU) 
LOVE. NANFRED
KIRBY(ALIA8: MY TEDBY
BEAR)
BESTEST! LOVE, YOUR SOME 
TIMES SILLY LEADER...
I LOVE YOU
FOREVER
SKIP
MOLESTER,
I HOPE WE WILL ALWAYS BE 
BEST FRIENDS. I LOVE YOU.
MOLESTEE
T.W. t  FRITZ 
ICH LIEBEDICH
SHOOTER 
I LOVEYOU, 
LOVE.
GW TRIGGER
HOLD MY HEART 
STAY WITH ME 
LET LOVING 8 TA R T’
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
BABY! I LOVE YOU TOTALLYI [*?*  A WIMPV
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY LU V S Y A  HOLLY
TOO! HOPE HAYES: Happy Birth­
day)
Will I aaa you at tha wadding? 
MARSH. ..IF YOU SET UP Have * great day! Love K
YOUR TEN T A POLE FOR ME.
T tL  **' -  LITTLE DEBBIE Y.
BE Y O U R  V A L E N T IN E  Thank* lor tha good time*. 2 
FOREVER “
DEAR EILEEN. GET WELL 
SOON I Love, Steve, Virginia, 
Scott, Dave, Terri, Johh, Connie, 
Gael, Jim, George, Patti, 
Roaamary, Lauren.
yeara and counting. Together,
alwaya. Love y a.
only He can aee. My future 
look* promlalng becauae you B I O N I C  
are In It  Keep looking toward* MARSHAL
S«pt M  YO U READY
I Love You, Deb "HAF
EARNED BIR1 
LCB BEN
ILY
LOVE DUTCH ACE
MIKE,
2gether lever- Juat you, me and 
atutfl 3 heart* boat aa one. Ya 
gotta love Itl Happy Valenti nee 
Day 11 Love alwaya, Marta
STACY The Girl who le Ex 
cellenm. HAPPY VDAY 
love y a, Bear ^
PAUL J.-f LOVE YOUII 
HAVE A WONCSRFHL FEB. 
1021
ALWAYS AND FtytEVER GMB
Roy Non Richard- 
Happy V-Dayl Keep the atrlateo 
branched muaclee contracting 
and happy!
Love Herman * dlaectota
CARM-TDA, Ya know It, ya kiv It 
go around? picnic anyone? 
Sue-Ilka hi 11*11 put It In a 
aongaletort
Lorralne-Knlttlng, spades... 
Happy V-Dayl Luv yal Gueaa
KEVIN
YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE 
LOVE, CHER)
KEVIN
You're the boot thing 
that over happened to mo—  
r «  ao glad I married you I 
Love you,
Glnl
KEVIN
OXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOX 
LOVE YOU. CHERI
GEORGE OF THE JUNGLE 
C A N T  WAIT FOR THE DIN- 
NERII
IF YOU “NOSE"
WHAT I MEAN....
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY- 
LUV WAD
MIS8 ELSIE,
SHINE and. I 
FOREVER I
KEVIN, HOW SWEET IT 18 TO  
BE LOVED BY YOU 
LOVE, CHERI XOXOXOXO
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI 
JtGAN DAVID L. PORTER 
BE SEEING YOU SOON 
EAT YOUR VEGGIES 
LOVE HOLLY IN SLO CA 93403 
I LOVE YOU
I LOVE YOU, SILLY SALLVI 
BE MY VALENTINE ALWAYSII 
FOREVER YOURS, SILLY BILLY 
TO  MY KING GARB,
I LOVE YOU ALWAYS 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
YOU PUNK
Dear Denia L.
Thank you for being 
my year round VALENTIN E 
I LOVE YOU,
YOUR
FLOWER GIRL.
HEY MACHO!
I LOVE YOU
SPOILED ROTTEN BRAT
MUPPET, YOU ARE CORDIAL 
LY
INVITED TO  GO SET THE 
PARKING BRAKE WITH ME 
DERELICT HAPPY VALENTINES DAY DEB- JO! LOVE.J.B. Dear Muah-Pei Happy 2 Yeara! 
Thanka for being the beet, beat 
friend. Love Ya, Your Little Steel
C m a a i  D a a  OWBorrSB,
The Lord really bteaeed me. 
when He brought you Into my 
life. Happy Valentinee Day 
Handaomel Love, your Honey
DEARMARCOR., 
W O N T YOU BE MY GENUINE 
ITALIAN VALENTINE? 
FROM. THE ITALIAN 
LOVER. A
TENAYA PENTHOUSE: HAPPY 
VD!
MJM, Keith, A Brent- Will you be 
my valentinee???
DR. K,
HAVE ANY TESTS COME UP? 
I’LL HELP YOU WITH THEM. 
Maybe even Improve your 
garnet
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
To my favorite 
Independent Taurue 
Happy Valentinee Day I 
See you lonltel 
Love, an opinionated Virgo TO  THE ALPHA SIGMA BRO­
THERS: YOU ARE OUR SWEET­
HEARTS. LOVE YOUR LITTLE 
SISTERS.
Alex,
Huge and Klaaee Valentine. 
Here’a to many morel! XOXO 
Love you alwaya, Tracy (P.8.)
KM, Thanx for 2 fantaatlc yra. HAPPY V-OAY TO  MY GREAT 
From wHaflowera to wine, we AEPI FAMILY:RT GRIN, WAD, 
did It all. Your Val alwaya, OS C A L A M ITY , A N G E L F IS H ,
QUICHE HOOTER HONEY AND
An ode to that great homeland 
of oure... RAAIINEER. Thanka 
for the amllel Oh quack, 
wonder* never ceaae. Happy 
Valentinee Day!
I LOVE YOU.
RAGDOQ • ROSES ARE RED. 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE, BAILEY 
AND I BOTH LOVE YOU! LOVE 
A T  T H E  R A N C H , 
8 U  ME BUCKET
AND INDIVIDUAL GOALS WILL 
ONLY MAKE OUR BONO 
STRONGER. FOREVER YOURS
T o  my III* ele " J O N N A  
MADONNA
Hope your valentinee day If fuH of
NANCYLYNN
WILL YOU BE MY VALENTINE? 
YOU KNOW I’M YOURSI! 
LE TS  MAKE IT 15 MOS. X 
100! 11 MY LOVE ALWAYS 
BRYAN DOUGLAS
TO  MY SWEETHEART BRAD 
BE MY VALENTINE TODAY 
AND FOREVER I THANKS FOR 
A L L  Y O U R  L O V E  A N D  
UNDERSTANDING 
YOU HAVE MADE MY LIFE 
VERY JOYFULLI LOVE VICKIE
OTIS QAY '.&K. BUNNY
HAPPY VALENTIN ES DAY 
PSEK
YOUR ALWAYS ON MY MIND 
LOVE YOUR HONEY.
Llea, T-Bear, Zannie J  J 
You're the greateat roommate* 
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY 
Love. Chetle A
MY EYE8 ARE BLUE 
YOU'RE MARRYING ME 
AND I LOVE YOU 
LOVECHUCK HAPPY VALENTIN ES DAY] 
ANDER BEAR... I LOVE YOU 
MORE THAN FETTUCINI!
Suzanne
We're laughin Ilka children and 
living like lover* and of course 
Elton, you, and I know about 
thunder.
Be mine, “Valentine”
Love,
Hey Fillet, .
I’m hooked for 6 more months 
untH I get a bltol Have a super 
Valentines Day!
Seaya,
FlahFry
ANDRE, KEN, AND IVAN—  
We would Ilka to wish three very 
special guys a  Happy Valen­
tines Day
Love, Jullann, Lisa A Mag
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY TO 
THE BROTHERS O f  DELTA 
TAU! WE LOVE YOU, YOUR LIT­
TLE SISTERS! I
COOKIE, IBI LIBOVE YIBOU 
VIBERY MIBUCHI HAPPY 
VALENTINES DAY! PRINCESS
SHELLfTA YOU MADE 
VALENTINES DAY VERY 
SPECIAL. I MISS YOU BR.M
YIB& Do you etHI Hke Pina Col- 
adaa? Whan can I meet you at 
mklnlte? Soon I hope! E.V.
The three girls on rancho would 
Ilka to wish Buzzer and Hugert a 
Happy V.D.
TO  MY BUDDY GREGGORY—  
You’re my 1 and only valentine 
I LOVE YOU! ELIZABETH
MR. WONDERFUL!! (STEPHEN) 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI 
I LOVE YOU I-M .B.
D U K E -
Thanks for the memories I 
Oodles A gobs, DUTCHESS
TEDDYBEAR,
HAPPY VALENTINES DAYI! 5 
MONTHS A STILL GOING 
STRONG. I LOVE YOUI WENDY
TO  TH A T SLIMY N.R.
My heart fa with you today! 
l am glad W  see your fees back 
In SLO! *
Here I* to friend* forever 
Love your favorite “TO O TS ”
GIOVANNI
143 ON THIS SPECIAL DAY 
MY HELL
BECKY MY S W E E TH E A R T- 
HAPPY VALENTINE! Thank You 
for being so thoughtful In this 4 
long but precious yr*.
D From exacts*, double cheese, 
Lionel, Vegaa or the rock to 
Sunday Brunch, you made them 
my beat tknee. AH my loue, M
MY CHERIE AMOUR, YOU’RE
wish that you were mine. Roses 
are Rad, Violets are Blue, be my 
valentine, cause I Love You.
LOVE ALWAYS, DAVE
8PSPSPSPSPSP 
WOW! TW O SPECIAL DAYS IN 
ONE. Can you believe It’s beep 
three year*? They've been the
beat But It’s |uet the begipMW
DEAR STEVE,
TO TH ELO V E O FM Y LIFE I HAPPY BIRTHDAY MEG
HAPPY “V” DAY LOVE KAREN May your Greek God whisk you
aw ay-K EEP BREATHING love
H A P P Y  V -D A Y  P E TE  
-  V REYNOLDS 
GLAD YOU’RE OUT OF THE 
CLOSET LOVE SF AIDS ASSOC
HEY STEADY EDOIE 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
LOVE Y A SARNIE
HEY8EBEE—  SUPERMAN I wouldn’t B
JUST ONE MORE HUG, Kt* NX) mNes 4 Haagen-Oazs.
I LOVE YOU 4U
YOUR SW EETHEART— K tmtabUBHtzen
You make love so fun! 
•HappyV.D. 
Huge,NoW.W.
HEY DEAN RUQRATII!
I want a wine oooferl But I’d sat- 
UaferTyrone’s. Have a happy V-
/* ■ ._
Love, your sorority wench
v - LAN.WK.JPK, 
VOUARESOMONDOCOOL! 
WE’LL BE 8EEMQ VA­
LOVS Y O U  ALL— KEM  -
OETTINO MARRIED OR 
HA VIHQ A BANQUET 7
GOURMET FOOD AND 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
5 4 3 -9 3 5 0
Cam pus .
Political science major new Poly Royal queen
y, Fekraary 18,1864
judges oa th* 
r ability and
by Margarita MUIa 
la w want
The first major event of Poly Royal concluded with 
the announcement of this year's queen and her court of 
four princeesee.
Rebecca Oishauaer, a junior political science major, 
was chosen from a Arid of 36 contestants representing 
various campus organisations to act as the official 
spokesperson for Poly Royal.
The new queen, sponsored by College Republicans, 
will work with four princesses, Karen Gustafson from 
Theta Chi, Lauren Shanahan from National 
Agricultural Marketing Association, Nancy Ortman 
from the Ornamental Horticulture Club, and Angela 
Robledo from the Economics Club, to promote Cal Po­
ly and Poly Royal through radio and television promo­
tions. newspaper advertisements, and appearances.
Each entrant was required to have a t least junior 
status, be in her second quarter at Cal Poly and be tak­
ing a t least 12 units with a minimum 2.2 grade point 
average.
H e  36 girls were given a list of six questions two 
weeks prior to the pageant about Poly Royal and then- 
school activities so they could do the necessary 
research and have time to think about each question.
Master of Ceremonies Monte Mills, who returned as 
host from two years ago, asked each contestant one of 
the six questions
Tan finalists wore choeen by seven i 
basis of poise, appearance, s | 
presentation of ideas.
The remaining five finalists were Vicki Pitta, 
Margaret Barrett, Lisa Scanlin, Yvonne Barber and 
Deefree Althuixen.
The 10 finalists ware then sent backstage and asked 
to respond to a spontaneous question: “W hat aspect 
of your personality has been enhanced since you’ve 
been a t Cal Poly?’’
Okshatissn was crowned by the 1983 Poly Royal 
Qimm AdiItniwiI ufal-t
O khauien’i  duttee will include in Addition to
MID-STATE
ELECTRONICS
W hether you need parte for your 
senior project or a battery for 
your flashlight or calculator, 
com e to M id-State. W e have 
taken care of Cal Poly’s elec­
tronic needs for over a quarter of 
a century.
1441 M onterey St. S L O  
543-2770
M C A T L S A T G M A T  
SAT -ACT  -DAT-GRE - CPA
ClN Oqn, Ev« I  WntoWi
Santa Barbara (806) 688-6767
lM3*PolyRo^il Queen***1 R6becc* OtehauM n (right), It congratulated by Adrienne Lefabre,
radio and television appearances will be to attend hin- queen’s duties will be during spring quarter, her reign 
cheons, go on a tour of other campuses, participate in will continue through tbs year until next Poly Royal, 
the Poly Royal parade, apeak a t opening ceremonies Although Oiehausen was crowned Monday night, 
and finally to be available a t all Poly Royal events. she will make her formal introduction to the student 
Morton said tha t although the bulk of the new body a t the Poly Royal Coronation Ball April 21.
>v>>*
O '
V  858 H IQ U E R A  S T .
543-1878
Campus Mustang DaHy Wadnaaday, Fabraaty IS, ItM
Poly loses out on concerts for lack of facilities
Frontpage*
lobby doors hava baan used aa an entry for madia, but 
this mads it difficult for any faculty who wanted to 
enter thair offices during a concert.
Hailey said that the last few concerts have been held 
on Sunday and Monday nights when faculty would be 
using their offices. “It causes a special problem for 
coaches who work seven days a week during the 
season,” ha added.
Guidelines now state that the media door will be 
moved to the main entrance so as not to obstruct entry 
to the lobby of the gym. A security officer will be sta­
tioned a t the media door as well. ^
Railey said he is still concerned about the entire 
building being shut down for a concert being held in 
one area of the building. “Students by the droves come 
in to workout on the weekends and dosing the building 
obstructs their right to use the building,” he said. No 
solution for that problem is stated in the guidelines.
Performers have also abused parts of the building, 
according to Railey. He said rooms used by the per­
formers have smelled so strongly of marijuana that 
“instructors reported that they couldn't breathe."
As a result, the wrestling room will no longer be used 
as a snack bar and classrooms will no longer be used as 
dressing rooms for performers and concert workers. 
Instead, trailers or motor homes, when needed, will be 
moved to the back of the gym for dressing or rest areas 
for the performers, guidelines state.
Other guidelines deal with crowd control procedures. 
Because of police concern, concert-goers will not be 
allowed to line up for concerts until four hours before 
the performance. That lineup used to be able to start 
at 6 a.m. the morning of the concert, but Railey 
believes that encourages people to bring coolers and 
motivates them to “get bombed out and throw up dur­
ing the concert.”
For crowd control procedures, guidelines state pro­
fessional security groups will continue to be hired for 
large-scale concerts to help control concert-goers, pre­
vent smoking, prevent disruptive behavior and pre­
vent illegal activity like the use of drugs, alcohol or 
; any campus violation.
Other new procedures included in the list of 
guidelines refer to specific dean up duties to be com­
pleted by the Concert Committee after the concerts.
Morales said the Concert Committee has in­
vestigated alternative sites to hold a concert, but none 
is as good as the gym.
Chumash Auditorium has been cancelled out as a 
possible site for two reasons, said Morales. The 
auditorium is small, so the performers would have to 
stage two shows in order for the Concert Committee to 
break even. Morales also thinks there is not enough in- 
treet in small groups at a concert.
The second reason, said Morales, is the weak floor. 
No dances can be held in the auditorium because of the 
floor, and many of the concerts encourage dancing.
Morales said the committee has considered holding 
another concert in the University Union Plaza like it 
did last year with the Plimsoula and Kingbees. If per­
mission is granted for an outdoor concert, Morales 
. thinks the concert could be controlled and planned in 
such a way that it would end early.
Several nearby residents, including President War­
ren Baker, complained of the noise from the concert 
last year. "I still hope in the future we can have 
another outdoor concert.” said Morales, “maybe in Po­
ly Grove.”
The Concert Committee even checked alternative 
sites off campus such as the Cuesta College gym, but 
problems exist with that solution also, said Morales.
Both gyms on Cuesta College campus seat 1,600 lees 
people than the Cal Poly gym, he said, adding it is also 
difficult to get the buildings for ues.
“We missed out on holding a Madness concert on 
March 2 because of paper work," said Morales. Accor­
ding to him, the Concert Committee asked to use one 
of the gyms at Cuesta. Cuesta officials were hesitant 
because the gyms are rarely rented out for outside use, 
but they made an exception and granted it.
“By the time we got approval and got back to the
agent, we were a day late. The agent had accepted 
another group's bid," said Morales. “It just took too 
long to get the gym at Cuesta."
Poly Canyon was another alternative site for a con­
cert, said Morales, but security would be impossible to 
control and the road to the canyon is not big enough to 
carry the equipment.
Peace issue in Senate
From page 1
she said. But as elected student leaders she 
said, we should take stands on issues which affect 
everyone.
The senate is also scheduled to vote on s resolution 
which recommends that students entering University 
of California or State Universities be allowed to fulfill 
e foreign language requirement in high school or 
through a proficiency test if a student hasn't taken a 
foreign language in high school.
The Academic Senate recently passed a similar bill, 
said Senator Kevin Creighton, author of the resolu­
tion. A state-wide entrance requirement which can be 
fulfilled by students in high school is a better way to 
deal with the requirement, he added.
The Student Senate meeting starts tonight at 7 p.m. 
in UU 220 and all students are invited to attend and 
address the senate.
N O O N TIM E FOUR PLAY
TAKE A LUNCH BREAK AND EN|OY FOUR 
SONGS BY ONE A R TlU r AIRS RICHT 
AFTER THE MIDDAY “pfSlTION OF 91 
NEWS
S w e a t ,
March of Dimesmmmmn* ochcts kxjndaiionbhbb< •>
Wo re Ce le b ra t in g  Our  
Mow Sa lon O pen in g  
In All Our  Sa lons
K E G S
Alth CO;
544-5214
longnecks
A J  s
?n 7 days w(
 ^( .r.iphn S\ stfi
14 p t v
1 8  p t s .24 pts.
30 pts. _
36 pts.
R u s h  m e  S e r v i c e
Mon.  I hur. S to o i h ! o 4
GET SOME CASH
WHILE IT LASTS
Share those paperbacks you’ve enjoyed, 
and make some money, too.
Sell us your used mass-market 
paperbacks, now . r
EJ Cbr rcxl Bookstore
Your Career in
lo u r  future  
a vital role serving 
modem agriculture
A career with the Federal Land Bank System can be chal­
lenging aind rewarding. You will be working with farmers 
and ranchers helping them with their long-term financial 
requirements. Your career development will include prep­
aration of loan applications, appraising farms and ranches 
and closing loans.
Credit is a major force behind modem agriculture. As 
you advance with the Land Bank you have a continuing 
opportunity to help farmers and ranchers reach their 
goals. As a result you contribute to agriculture’s progress.
Contact your placement center
for details and an appointment with our U,
'  training officer who will be on campus
MARCH 2 R
An Equal Opportunity Employer
■W M W I—— RW»lf
Ag Forum addresses "hidden of agriculture
Dr. Wm  Jackson, director of tho Land Institute la 
Selina, Kansas said that 99% of all university research 
support* capital intensive agriculture with an em­
phasis on enorgy rather than ecology.
Jackaon said reaearch money la coming from 
chemical companiea so that “energy inputs have 
^fniLigiral mechanisms ”
He feels the school of agriculture and biological 
science need to break traditional patterns of specializa­
tion and merge together their research data from both 
I fields to improve the problems in agriculture.
Stein noted that sustainable agriculture is still in its 
infancy, with basic research just being started.
In order for it to work, members believe, a greater 
understanding and cooperation with all life forces 
needs to exist.
People need to develop farms as small ecosystems 
Stein said. Where animal manure can be used to fer­
tilise soil which feeds the animals. To prevent erosion 
and a loos of nutrients, crops can be rotated. Farmers 
can use smaller tractors to get the job done and con-
today, members said because the externaHtise aren’t  
being figured into the final cost.
Like nature, the costs are cychcaL Farms are 
sprayed with pesticidss and insect iridss which in turn 
leach into the soil with winter raina. Man consumes 
animals that have eaten chemically treated grasses. 
The end result is contamination of the drinking water 
and a higher incidence of cancer in humans.
Jerry Harbinson, a graduate student said th a t every 
time an oQ shortage occurs, the cost of fertilizer 
skyrockets, which in turn brings up tho cost of food.
“The pries of lettuce on your table shouldn't be 
dependent  on a barrel of ojl,“ he said.
Ag Forum believes big forms have never boon 
assessed on the hidden coete and support taxing 
farmers for the mismanagement of farm fond.
Ag Forum will be discussing sustainable agriculture
a t their next meeting a t 11 am . on Thursday, Feb. 23, 
(in room 111 a t the Ag Building.
UCSB research shuttle 
up for Baker’s approval
A proposal up for approval by President Baker and 
the Academic Senate would make it possible for Cal 
Poly researchers to use the library resources a t the 
University of California Santa Barbara.
Under the term s of the proposal a free shuttle would 
be provided between the two universities for people 
who meet researcher qualifications. Library officials 
would determine who meets the requirements.
According to Lynne Gamble, Academic Senate long 
range planning committee chairman, a researcher 
, could be faculty, staff or students working on special
Ladies’ sizes 4Vt through 11;
Reg. $65
The proposal encourages faculty to pursue research 
activities and notes that the nearest forge research 
center is a t UCSB.
Gamble said that Cal Poly officials would not 
necessarily have to buy a new vehicle. “Ad­
m inistrators could set up a shuttle with a state car or 
van,” she explained.
Gamble added that the m uttle should operate 
between normal working hours, possible leaving Poly 
a t 7 a.m. and returning by 5 pm .
However, schedules could be flexible, said Gamble. 
If researchers made prior arrangements for living 
quarters, researchers could take edvantage of UC San­
ta Barbara's library for more than a, day.
The acadmic senate is expected to vote ou the library 
shuttle proposal a t its next meeting, March 6. Accor­
ding to Academic Senate chairman Jim Simmons, the 
proposal appeared to have met senate members' ap­
proval. -  u
Conference to be held
by Margie Cooper -  ,
Staff Writer ;
The 7th Annual Conference on Direct Marketing and 
the Family Farm Conference will be held Feb. 18 and 
■ 19 a t Cal Poly.
Farm Conference ’84 will provide current informa­
relevant to small scale agriculture and
Some sizes not available;
Men’9, Ladies’ & Children’s 
sizes from 3 to 15.1983 Model; 
Some sizes not available;
Reg. $50
2 PAIR f $ R  $60 OR
tion on tO| 
direct marl
For more information call toll free 1-800-952-6272 or 
contact Greg Groth a t 546-2201.
SUGARLESS SHACK/
HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT
Carob
Un-Ice Cream
& Chocolate Whip Cream
It Doesn't Have To Be 
Fattqghg To Be Good!
962 Monterey St., 
San Luis O bispo
Hours: Mon,-Sat. 9:30-5:30 
Thurs. Nlte*’tll 9
RUNNING SHOES FOR 269 A PAIR
Taping For HBO At
The Dark Room
*StoriM *JokM *LlM *
W ed n esda y Feb 15 8pm
1037 Monterey
* s *«*#. tdjtmttmf*- x -  •- •
P»9*11
Women even CGAA record
by Shari Ewlno
I /  * -r • v r  •S M iw im r
The Cal Poly women’s basketball 
team had the home crowd on ita feet at 
the end of Thursday night’s game 
agtinst Cal State Loe Angeles.
Senior guard Kelly Ulrich provided 
the drama when she dropped in a 10- 
footer with two seconds'left on the clock 
to win the game, 68-66.
“I thought there was one second on 
the clock,” said Ulrich. ."1 just kind of 
threw it. I knew it had to go in.”
Chris Hester put the first point on the 
board for the Mustangs with a free 
throw, followed by two buckets from 
Sue Farmer.
Despite top-scorer Terrie Mac 
Donald’s 13 consecutive points (of a 
game-high 27 points) Cal Poly trailed 
the (iolden Eagles 35-38, at the half 
The second half had more back-and- 
forth court action than a tennis match, 
when both teams alternated taking the 
lead, although never building up 
anything substantial 
With 53 seconds left on the clock and 
the score tied at 64-64. the Lady 
Mustangs called a time-out. When the 
team hit the court, the rally began 
again, with Sherrie Atteberry" pulling
Poly sinks Pacific
do*m A rebound and totting the half to 
center Nancy Hoskan for two points. 4 1 
■ Cal' State LA’s giiard from down ' ,  
under, Jann Martin, contributed two 
points to tie the score again at 6846. 
The famous Ulrich shot put another 
CCAA game in the win column for the ■ 
Mustangs.
“I ’m -happy we won,” said Hester. 
nAs soon as Kelly put up the shot I 
K n e w  we’d won. She (Ulrich) was confi­
dent.”
Cal Poly extended its winning ways 
when it defeated Cal State Northridge, 
77-59, Saturday night 
Ulrich led the Mustang scoring with a 
game-high 20 points MacDonald and 
Atteberry aisc> scored in double-digits, 
with 18 and 14 points respectively. 
Center Hosken pulled down 10 re­
bounds • ' •
The Matador* were led by top-scorer 
Darleen Branigan (17 points* and Rene 
Loch (15 points).* Forward Dianna A vala 
pulled down nine caroms, to lead her 
team in that department 
The Lady Mustangs are now 4-4 in 
conference play Their next game will be 
Thursday against Chapman in Orange. 
The team returns home Saturday to 
play against Cal State Dominguez Hills. 
The game will begin at 7:30 p.m.
☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆
by Kim F oster
Staff Writ**
On a cold, windy Satur­
day afternoon, the Cal Poly 
women’s swim team finish­
ed their dual medt season 
undefeated, drowning the 
University o f Pacific, 64- 
41.
Senior All-American 
Ann S t i e r  led the  
Mustangs with three vic­
tories. two of which 
qualified her for the na­
tionals to be held in New 
York on March 7. Stier 
broke the Im u t m t  in the 600 
free (5:06.35) and the 400 
individual medley (4:44.29). 
She also won' the 100 fly 
with a tin e  of 1*1.90.
“Ann had pome good 
swims,” said coach Duane 
McRoy. “She gutted out 
the 500 for a great'tim e.”
Teammate Anne Gatlin, 
who has aheady qualified 
for nationals in three 
events and two relays, won 
the 100 back with a time of 
1:04.42, and broke the 39-
second barrier in the 50 
back (29.65) in an exhibi­
tion swim.
Other individual winners 
for the Mustangs included: 
JoanMary Laubacher, 50 
free (25.79): Susan Watt, 
100 free (56.19): Nancy 
Stem, 200 Breast (2:33.50): 
and Jennifer Shofiekl, 200 
free (2:12.89).
In diving, Donna McRoy 
fought off the bad weather 
to qualify for nationals on 
the one-meter board with a 
total of 363 points.
With nationals less than 
a month away, the 
Mustangs already have 
eight girls qualified to com­
pete in a total of 18 events.
The Mustangs have also 
attained standards in the 
400 medley relays and 800 
free relays, but their 200 
free, and 200 medley relays 
have yet to qualify. The 
last chance to make the 
trip to  New York will be in 
two weeks in a meet to be 
held in the USC Olympic 
pool.
There is no greater joy 
than to have a healthy, 
beautiful baby. But not 
all babies are so fortu­
nate —  250,000 infants 
are born with physical 
or mental birth defects 
each year. The March 
of Dimes Birth Defects' 
Foundation works to 
save babies.
R E S I D E N C E  H A L L  
C O N S E R V A T I O N
C O N T E S T  R E S U L T S :
Congratulations!
Scott Walker, Muir Hall 
Winner of Phantom Phone Call
Certificate drawing for $30 to 
Mountain Air Sports.
A big Thank you to all correct 
answers.
Hall Winners: Yosemite $35 
Fremont $25
y f
"Dog Energy ' *
..TV
Lacrosse club looking t 
upset Santa Barbara
Good memories won’t  remain for the Cut Poly 
lacrosse dub after last weekend's loes of UC Berkeley. 
After an unexplained hour delay, the opposing 
Berkeley team swept through San Luis, leaving with a 
decisive 10-3 victory.
Kendall Peareon, club president, described the game 
as alow moving, unemotional and “just a crummy 
situation.”
“By the tm n Berkeley showed, we had lost any com­
petitive edge.” said Pearson. “But by next game... ”
This weekend the chib will try to offset the cloudy 
twghm inj with a win over UC Santa Barbara, last 
year’s state champions. The Saturday game will start 
at 1*0 in the Mustang Stadium. Admission is free.
Weigh In For Healthy Babies 
Support
SKIS, , BINDINGS, POLES
SOME EXAMPLES NOW
199"
CURRENT
REGULARLY SALE PRICE
DYNASTAROMEGLASSSKI $295 . 214*9
7 9 "CEVAS “ APACHE" PARKA.. .  $140 .. 104*9
PRICES Q O O D  THROUGH 2/1WS4
Hours: Mon.-Sat 
9:30-5:30 
Thurs. Nlte ’til 9
962 Monterey St., 
San Lui* Obispo
12 Mustang Dally Wednesday, Fabniary 15,16*4Sports
Poly tumblers entertain home crowd with victory
Janet Lehman helped the Cal Poly gymnastics 
team to a win at home last weekend against 
three other schools.
by Kathy M esslnger
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly women's gymnastics team outdueied their 
competition to win their first home meet last weekend 
with their highest score of the year in front of a capacity 
crowd at Crandall Gym.
Poly's team score of 164.65 tops their previous best 
score of this season by four points. Cal Poly Pomona was 
second with 156.5 points, Sbuthern Utah State was third 
with 136.3, and San Francisco State was fourth with 
81.25.
"The girls were great. This was their best meet—they 
were really working as a team," said coach Tim Rivera. 
“This is the first time we have had a full team (six girls! 
on each event.”
In the all-around event Poly outshined the competition. 
Jana Lehman, freshman, placed first with her highest all- 
around score this season, with a 34.1. Kaxumi Norimoto. 
senior, who competed in the all-around for the first time 
this season by adding a floor routine was second with a 
score of 33.45 and Lisa McAllister tied for third with a 
score of 32.7.
Also in the all-around were Cathy Pagani with a score 
of 30.25 and Denise Stretch with a score of 29.65.
Poly’s first event of the evening, the vault, was won by 
Norimoto with a score of 8.4, Teryl Theis was second with 
an 8.35, Lehman was third with an 8.3 and McAllister 
was fourth with an 8.25.
Other scores on the vault were, Stretch with a 7.7 and 
Pagani with a 7.3.
On the uneven parallel bars McAllister won the event 
with a score of 8.76, Lehman was second with a score of 
8.7 and Norimoto was fourth with an 8.5.
Theis scored an 8.15 on the bars. Stretch scored a 7.5 
and Pagani scored a 6.2.
Despite a fall during warm-ups before the meet, in
which Norimoto bruised her shoulder falling off of the 
bars, she still held on to do well in the meet.
i he girls improved on their form, I was impressed. 
They all stuck their landings,” said Rivera. “Two tenths 
of a point is taken off for each extra step on a landing, to 
many can really hurt the team as well as individual 
scores,” said Rivera.
On the beam. Poly took a clean sweep of the top three 
places. Pagani was first with an 8.6, Norimoto was second 
with an 8.5 and Lehman was third with an 8.3.
Other scores were Pam Dickie with a 7.75, McAllister 
with a 7.35 and Stretch with a 6.9.
Pagani was the only Poly gymnast not to fall off of the 
beam during her routine. "Five-tenths of a point is taken 
off for every fall, this can take a 9 point routine down to a 
7.5 with just three falls.” said Rivera.
“The routines were very clean, everyone was solid. 
That 8 why the falls didn’t hurt the scores as much as 
they could have," said Rivera.
On the floor exercise Lehman had the highest score 
given out on any event, she was first with a score of 8.85, 
tumbling to the sound of Beethoven's Fifth symphony. 
McAllister was third with an 8.35 dispite an unfortunate 
fall on the last move of her first tumbling ran.
Theis had a score of 8.2 on the floor. Pagani scored an 
8.16, Norimoto scored an 8.06 and Stretch scored a 7.45.
Norimoto needed an all-around score for regionals, the 
routine she did was put together just last week during 
practice.
“This was a real high energy meet, by my doing a floor 
routine we added assurance in obr final team score for the 
floor,” said Norimoto. “This was the best meet ever We 
really worked together as a team,” agreed Lehman and 
Pagani.
The next home meet for Poly is March 3, and the girls 
all agreed that this was the best audience that they had 
competed in front of all season.
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Student, faculty a stall dally 
las are $2JM lor the first 1 
and 60s lor each addl 
Noe. Campus Cluba and 
Oreefcnewe and Personals are 
Im H price. Advertising lor 4 or 
mors days outs the price In hall 
tor all categories.
by check only to
a
iUU
ZIQQY SEEKS PERSONAL 
NOMINEES. INQUIRE AT V.O 
MANOR. FIR8T COME, FIRST
MANDATORY GYM NASTICS 
CLUB MEETING 
Fob. 25, Saturday 4flO Crandall 
Gym '
Members that mlas this meeting 
will not be able to perform In Po­
ly Royal show or receive Poty 
Royal T-shirts. For more Infor­
mation contact Chrlstoler Som­
mer 5446731
____________ (M4)
BIBLE STUDY Fridays at 7:30 
pm Scl N. 215 Come study 
God’s word with us. All are 
welcome I
__________________(Ml)
SO YOU WANNA GET TAN 
OVER SPRING BREAK? SUN 
VALLEY IS 8000 FEET CLOSER 
TO  THE SUN!
"  .  . (2-15)
DAIRY CLUB MEETING 
Thura. Feb. 16 In the Dairy 
Pavlllion at 7:30pm. Come for a 
wild time and good munchlee. 
_________________________(2-16)
8W EETHEARTS DANCE Feb. 
17 CAMP SAN LUI8 FROM 6-1 
CALL 546-2301611am GLORIA
, — (2-17)
KEEP YOUR TIPS UPI
THE BUMP8 ARE BIGGER IN
SUN VALLEY IDAHO
FIND OUT WITH tH E  CAL POLY
8KI CLUB OVER SPRING
BREAK
' _____________(2-17)
The  Society ol Women 
Engineers Is sponsoring a 
career conference: From Educa­
tion to Excellence. Feb 25 1084 
Conference UU 220 65PM 
Banquet-Camp 8an Lula 7PM 
Members $10 Nonmembers $12 
everyone w e lc o m e
________________________ (2* 3)
QSU meeting tonight 
(1 at a  3rd Wad. of every month) 
Topic of discussion: Marriage 
8cience E26,7:30 pm 
_________________________ (2-15)
SPRING CRUISE TO  THE 
CHANNEL 18LANDS ABOARD 
A
103ft. 8chooner. Wed. Feb 15 In 
8olenoeE46at8pm
(2-16)
A 24 HOUR MESSAGE FOR 
MORMONS BY EX MORMONS 
FOR JESUS 544 7620 
__________________________(3-6)
P E L I, T H E  E N G L IS H  
LANGUAGE SCHOOL OF SLO 
IS NOW OFFERING BEGINN 
IN G  C O N V E R S A T IO N A L  
SPANISH CLASSES CALL 546 
9060 BETWEEN 9 A 12.
(224)
l BE SAFE AT NIGHT USE THE 
■ IF C  E S C O R T  S E R V IC E
'l o c a t e d  in  l ib  a uu s u n
ITHURS 7pm to midnight Can 
546-1400
_________________ (*17)
ZAP! 10% OFF 10-SPEEDS a 
MOUNTAIN BIKES BICYCLE 
TUNE-UP JUST $12.05. THE 
MOPED EMPORIUM. 541-6878
_________________________(223)
LEARN HOW VIDEO WORKS 
AND HOW TO WORK IN VIDEO 
P R O D U C T IO N  90S 7033. 
WORKSHOP (ALSO. V, '  a % ’ 
EDITING a DUPLICATION. 
__________________________ (3-0)
Rotary Club of SLO offers 
graduate, undergraduate, voca­
tional, Journalism, and teachers 
of the handicapped scholar-
PREGNANT a NEED HELP? 
CALL ALPHA 541-3367 24 HR 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
COUNSELING
__________________________(61)
BLAUPUNKT, JENSEN, 
KENWOOD CAR STEREOS 
(other name brands too) Wstch 
hers for special prices 
Sound on Wheels. Call 541-2105 
_______________ ’__________(60)
HEY OLD FART!
I'm glad you're better and I hope 
you will be up to performing 
again soon! I
I mlesed you total 1 
LOVE, SPOT
TOMMYKINS,
It's silly to always argue. Let's
get_____ and make up!!! BUT I
LOVE YOU!!!
Klmbleberry or 
KD Crasher
_________________________(2-16)
Dear "Haunting"
I'm a preppy, mental, generic, 
punk "PERV" and I'm dying to 
MEAT you!
SPIKE 5447620 
(2-17)
To my huggable moose: 
Most valentines are red 
but mine Is blue w/out you
ships for one academic yeer In ...... leaving me smooky
your field of study In another 
country. Contact Bernice, 300 
Hlguera, Suite A 543-77*1, or 
Jennifer at Production Credit, 
1B7 Santa Roea 543-7161. 
________________________________ 0 - 1)
SKI RENTALS‘ RESERVE EAR­
LY
DENNI8A-Z RENTALS 
423 HIQUERA 544-1413 
_________________________(2-16)
Celebrate Ctnco de Mayo In 
Cozumel m the Mexican Carl- 
bean Spectacular Scuba diving 
$ Snorkellng, Mayan rulna, side 
trips, $660 Includes air $ stay at 
El Presidents Hotel May 612 
Gall 4665687 evenings 
_________________________ (2-17)
Anorexic Group Thursdays- 
11am
-12noon-Health Center Con­
ference Room-Beginning Feb 15 
1064 CaH Joan Clrone, NP-646 
1211
_____________________________ (221) ,
541-2166 Call this number when 
you want low car stereo prices. 
We'll beat all around.
SOUND ON WHEELS 5412195
(2-23)
Ik hou van |ou HEEL VEEL, 
yourbebit|e
(2-17)
FUN-LOVERS W EAT KILTS!
BE IN A BAG-PIPE BAND 
Openings for sxperlenced 
pipers $ drummers— will train 
new p ip e rs  —
danesrs‘ CEN TR A L CO AST 
HIGHLAND PIPE BAND at 543- 
4833 or 543-7870.
(2-17)
To a real "Llvewlre"
Have a very Happy B-Oay with 
many more to come. 
_________________________ (2-15)
Though you have been too 
busy for me I still love you and 
wish you the happiest 24th 
oops I mean 23rd B-Oay ever! 
Love, Klddo
P.S., Yes, It’s for you, cool Em! 
__________ (2-16)
Ski Club Crew v
Your ads are "Exhibition"
style! Sun Valley or Bust.
A Ski Club Ski Bum
(2-15)
LOST 2)1(84 HP41CV 
Last seen In San Luis Lounge 
Please call 544-9480 Reward
_________________________(2-15)
$100 REWARD BRINOLE 
Black female dog with brown 
markings, white on chin and 
chest 15" tall short hair Lost In 
SLO (1-28) 544-8627 or 5430577 
(2-17)
ONE PAIR OF KNIT MITTENS 
FOUND IN GA226 BEIGE WITH 
BROWN PATTERNS. x1143
(2-17)
Lost: ONE ROOMMATE 
Tall, brown hair, answers to the 
name ol Ray. It found, call 546 
3024
REWAROIII
_________________________(2-15)
FOUND: Canon Camera at girl's 
softball field 2/12 (Doug 
Williams) Call 541-3048
(2-17)
FUTONS MADE TO  ORDER 
100% COTTON; FOR PRICES: 
5448250
2-17)
Booboosnlbber, Congrats on 
the big 211 We gonna get U rip 
pedl Good luck up north, I’ll 
mlas the hugs. Luv, Ranger Rick 
________________________(2-15)
TO  THE ROOMIE8AT:
PALM STREET MANOR 
YOU GUY8 ARE THE BEST! 
-Y O U R  RESIDENT PREP
NINO AND TWINKLE8 14‘ 
I’M GLAD YOU ADOPTED ME 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!
LOVE, YOUR LIL SIS 
_________________________(2-14)
“ W A N TE D "
One Ice Cream man to deliver 
Thrifty Ice Cream to
OMEGA WOW 
MAN OF 8TEEL—
You stole my heart! I love you 
more than ever, Buffchick.
(2-14)
I'm still here! For all of your typ­
ing needs, please call Susie —  
5267805
(3-0)
R*R Typing 
980-6:30, M -
(Rona), by appt. 
Sat. 5442501
(3-8)
PROFESSIONAL TYPING -  
LAGUNA LAKE AREA Call Joy 
543-1205
__________________________ (3-9)
TYPING BY JUDITH 
Will plok up and deliver on com­
pos. 4660810 afternoon & eve.
(3-9)
EXPERT TYPING 
2933 aft. 5
$1/pg. 541- 
(3-9)
T Y P IN G -F A S T , ACCURATE 
AND R E A S O N A B LE. O N - 
CAMPUS DEL. DIANE 5264059 
EVES
_________________________(2-24)
TYPING-W ORD PROCESSING 
Reports - Resumes 
Joan 5261151
'(2-23)
CONGRATULATIONS TO  BETA 
THETA PI FRATERNITY FOR 
RECEIVING COLONY STATUS 
AT CAL POLY! -KAI-
,_________  (2-16)
To the brothers of Delta Tau: 
Thanks for making 1984 such a 
great year!!
Love, the sisters of ZTA
<2-151
CRUISESHIPS HIRING! $16 
$30,000! Caribbean. Hawaii. 
World Call for Guide Directory. 
Newsletter (916) 9444440 Ext. 
CSUSanLulsCruise
_________________ &22L
Bartenders. BarBacks, & Door­
man needed at the Graduate. 
Apply at 900 Industrial Way 
before 5PM (2-17)
A IR L IN E S  H IR IN G I
STEW ARDESSES. Reserva- 
t lo n ls ts ! $14 $39,000 
Worldwide! Call lor Directory, 
Guide, Newsletter. (016) 044 
4440 Ext CSUSanLulsAIr
. . __________ (2-20)
WANTED: Enterprising ME and 
Graphic Arts Students looking 
tor creative and potentially 
lucrative Senior Protects;
Call Adam at 543-7662 
(2-15)
Rant Grow Lights! Fluorescent 
Vlta-Llte Tubes 772-6121 
__________________________ (3-9)
FORD PINTO 71 AUTOMATIC, 
RADIO AIRCOND (RUNABOUT) 
1 OWNER $1095 5260909
(2-17)
COMMODORE VIC-20 
PUTER AND 16 K 
MEMORY EXPANSION 
TRIDGES $100 543-5117.
COM
RAM
CAR
(2-24)
Texas Instruments Programable 
50 W Extra software $115. 
PC100 Thermal printer $115. 
Both In new cond. FRED— 543- 
0108
•_________________________(2-17)
AUSTRALIAN OPALS FOR 
SALE
Stones ready to be set. Solids 
and triplets, very reasonably 
priced Call Jeff at 5463787
(2-22)
CAR STEREO INSTALLATION 
High quality, experienced work 
at low rates; Call Paul 544-5411
_________ (32)
SOUND ON WHEELS ■ FINALLY 
CAR STEREOS AT L O W 
PRICES
Call us 541-2195 
VALENTINE SPECIALS:
Kenwood 3100..................... $250
Blaupunkt Seattle............ $209
Jensen 408...........................$219
________________________ (2-15)
LOW overhead means LOW 
prices. Car stsreo equipment, 
all ma)or brands call us for low 
quotes.
SOUNDON WHEELS 541-2195
(2-23)
*  
*  
*  
*  
*
NONSMOKER NO DRUGS «4 
543-8620
Male needed to share room at 
Stafford Gardens. Furnished, 
nice! Spr Qtr 180mo 541-3484 
_________________________(2-17)
MATH MAJOR NEEDS A 
ROOM! IN A HOUSE W 
WASHfDRYER ABT $300 FOR 2 
YRS S T A R T  SPR Q T R
STEVE 5268177 
AFT 5 PM
OR
(2 -18) ,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
TO SHARE A ROOM NEAR P a  &  
LY $156/MO CALL JILL 544 ^4 
3204
_________________________(2-17) 1^.
Needed Male to share room in j  
two bedroom house. Avail. Spr- 
Ing Qtr. 176/mo. A util. Call 546 jJ .  
9348 ^
‘ ROOM 4 RENT • 
“next door to campus" 
Avail. Apr. 1 (no joke) 
call after 5pm 5438710
(3-9)
Room for rent close to Poly Spr­
ing & Summer Qtrs option on 
nextyrs lease $155mo 5418293 
(2-18)
FORD PINTO 71 AUTOMATIC, 
R A D I O  AIR C O N D .  
(RUNABOUT) 1 OWNER $1006
________________ (2-17)
'78 Mazda QLC ”
Excellent mileage. GOOD 
transportation. Must sell $1500 
OBO. 7730738 eves.
________________________ (275)
'68 VW Excel. Cond. Rebuilt and 
more, can bo seen In SLO Call 
2363731 or 2368630 
$1800
____ ' | , (2-16)
TRAILS BIKE. 1974 250 SUZUKI, 
VERY GOOD CONDITION. 
MUST SELL BEST OFFER. 544
7357 (2-18,
63 MGB PERFECT CONDITION 
EXCEPT FOR FRONT-END 
DAMAGE. $1600,5448250.
_________________________(2-15)
ALL CARS $375 ABOVE COST! 
I'll Beat Any Deal 
Call Sam Eddy 
544-9373 or 543-3792 
JORDAN'S USED CAR OUTLET 
_________________________(276)
AMC MATADOR 1975 EX­
CELLENT. TRANSPORTATION 
CAR Low miles $875.5267032. 
________________________ .(2-17)
MAVERICK 1976 4Door. air, 
radio, cassette, radial tires, 
good shape $950 call 772-2413 
or 543-1067
(2-22)
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